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Cookies on the Splio & Splio Mobile Wallets Services Platform
in SaaS mode
Name & type of
Cookie or similar

Sid_(nomdelunivers)

_BEAMER_USER_ID_
{id_beamer}

_BEAMER_DATE_{id
_beamer}

_BEAMER_LAST_PO
ST_SHOWN_{id_bea
mer}

_BEAMER_FILTER_B
Y_URL_{id_beamer}

BEAMER_FIRST_VISI
T_{id_beamer}

_BEAMER_LAST_PUS
H_PROMPT_INTERA
CTION_{id_beamer}

amplitude_id_{id_a
mplitude}

Source (entity
issuing the
Cookie) of the
Cookie or other
similar tracers

Category of the
Cookie or other
similar tracers

Purpose of the Cookie
or other similar tracers

Strictly necessary /
Technically essential

ID storage for
authentication and
security purposes

Beamer

Audience
measurement
(Analytic)

Lifetime of the
Cookie or
other similar
tracers

Consent
requested

Term of the
session

No

User recognition and
analytical statistics as
well as notification of
Platform activity and
Splio product news

30 days

Yes

Beamer

Audience
measurement
(Analytic)

User recognition and
analytical statistics as
well as notification of
Platform activity and
Splio product news

30 days

Yes

Beamer

Audience
measurement
(Analytic)

User recognition and
analytical statistics as
well as notification of
Platform activity and
Splio product news

Beamer

Audience
measurement
(Analytic)

User recognition and
analytical statistics as
well as notification of
Platform activity and
Splio product news

Beamer

Audience mea
surement (Analytic)

User recognition and
analytical statistics as
well as notification of
Platform activity and
Splio product news

Beamer

Audience
measurement
(Analytic)

User recognition and
analytical statistics as
well as notification of
Platform activity and
Splio product news

Amplitude

Audience
measurement
(Analytic)

Audience measurement
tool to generate traffic
statistics (Pages used,
type of device, country)
to improve the Platform

Splio

1

30 days

30 days

30 days

30 days

6 months

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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COOKIES on the Splio Referrals platform in SaaS mode
[production domain gfz.io and domain gfz.webetdesign.com]
Name & type of
Cookie or similar

CookieConsent

Elementor

Source (entity
issuing the
Cookie) of the
Cookie or other
similar tracers

Category of the Cookie
or other similar tracers

Purpose of the Cookie Lifetime of the
or other similar tracers Cookie or other
similar tracers

Consent
requested/
Consenteme
nt Requis

CookieBot

Strictly necessary /
Technically essential

Save the user's consent

6 months

No

Elementor.com

Strictly necessary /
Technically essential

Displaying the visual
elements of the website

6 months

No

Li_gc

linkedin.com

Social network cookies

Linkedin Interaction

6 months

Yes

Rc::a

google.com

Strictly necessary /
Technically essential

ReCaptcha Validation

6 months

No

Rc::c

Google.com

Strictly necessary /
Technically essential

ReCaptcha Validation

Session

No

Linkedin.com

Audience measurement
(Analytics) [strictly
necessary for the
Selecting the LinkedIn
exclusive purpose of
display language
enabling or facilitating
communication by
electronic means]

Session

No

splio.com

Audience measurement
(Analytics) [strictly
necessary for the
exclusive purpose of
Parameter retention
enabling or facilitating
communication by
electronic means]

6 months

Yes

Splio.com

Audience measurement
(Analytics) [strictly
necessary for the
Display the language of
exclusive purpose of
the site
enabling or facilitating
communication by
electronic means]

6 months

No

Lang

Loglevel

Pll_language
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Hubspot.com

Audience measurement
(Analytics) [strictly
necessary for the
Detects if the cookie
exclusive purpose of
should be updated
enabling or facilitating
communication by
electronic means]

__hssrc

Hubspot.com

Audience measurement
(Analytics) [strictly
necessary for the
Identifies if the user has
exclusive purpose of
been to the site before
enabling or facilitating
communication by
electronic means]

__hstc

Hubspot.com

AnalyticsSyncHisto
ry

__hssc

6 months

No

Session

No

Audience measurement Keeps the Data of the
(Analytic)
same user

6 months

Yes

Linkedin.com

Audience measurement Synchronize Data with
(Analytic)
other analysis tools

29 days

Yes

Hubspotuk

Hubspot.com

Audience measurement Keeps the Data of the
(Analytic)
same user

6 months

Yes

Undefined

Wistia.com

Retrieves interaction
Audience measurement
Data between a user
(Analytic)
and a video

6 months

Yes

wistia.com

Retrieves interaction
Audience measurement
Data between a user
(Analytic)
and a video

6 months

Yes

Wistia.com

Retrieves interaction
Audience measurement
Data between a user
(Analytic)
and a video

6 months

Yes

Session

Yes

wistia

Wisita-videoprogress-#

Hubspot.com

Audience measurement Interaction Data sent to
(Analytic)
Hubspot

Linkedin.com

Analyzes the
Audience measurement
interactions with the
(Analytic)
site

6 months

Yes

Bscookie

Linkedin.com

Analyzes the
Audience measurement
interactions with the
(Analytic)
site

6 months

Yes

Lang

Linkedin.com

LinkedIn ‘Follow us’
Audience measurement
button / Bouton ‘Follow
(Analytic)
Us’ LinkedIn

Session

Yes

_ptq.gif

Bcookie
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Linkedin.com

Collects user behavior
and interaction Data in
Audience measurement order to optimize the
(Analytic)
website and make
advertising on the site
more relevant

3 months

Yes

Linkedin.com

Used by the social
Audience measurement networking service
(Analytic)
LinkedIn to track usage
of integrated services

1 day

Yes

Linkedin.com

Used as part of pop-up
ad content on the
website; determines
Audience measurement which ads are shown to
(Analytic)
the user, as well as to
ensure that the same
ads are not shown more
than expected

1 day

Yes

Pum_alm_pages_vi
ewed

Linkedin.com

Used as part of pop-up
ad content on the
website; determines
Audience measurement which ads are shown to
(Analytic)
the user, as well as to
ensure that the same
ads are not shown more
than expected

3 months

Yes

UserMatchHistory

Linkedin.com

Audience measurement Aggregates the different
(Analytic)
sites visited by the user

29 days

Yes

Hubspotuk

Hubspot.com

Audience measurement Keeps the Data of the
(Analytic)
same user

1 year

Yes

fr

Facebook.com

Social network cookies

Allows the sharing of a
sponsorship through
the Facebook network

3 months

Yes

xs

Facebook.com

Social network cookies

Allows the sharing of a
sponsorship through
the Facebook network

1 year

Yes

spin

Facebook.com

Social network cookies

Allows the sharing of a
sponsorship through
the Facebook network

2 days

Yes

sb

Facebook.com

Social network cookies

Allows the sharing of a
sponsorship through
the Facebook network

2 years

Yes

Li_sugr

Lidc

Pum_alm_lastactivity
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datr

Facebook.com

Social network cookies

Allows the sharing of a
sponsorship through
the Facebook network

2 years

Yes

c-user

Facebook.com

Social network cookies

Allows the sharing of a
sponsorship through
the Facebook network

1 year

Yes

wd

Facebook.com

Social network cookies

Allows the sharing of a
sponsorship through
the Facebook network

7 days

Yes

dpr

Facebook.com

Social network cookies

Allows the sharing of a
sponsorship through
the Facebook network

7 days

Yes

Strictly necessary
Technically essential

This cookie allows to
know the type of
support (computer,
tablet, mobile)

1 month

No

Duration of the
session

No

1 year

No

device-view

Gfz.io

PHPSESSID

Gfz.io

Strictly necessary
Technically essential

ID storage for
authentication and
security purposes
This cookie is used to
link the User to the
server

accept_cookie

Gfz.io

Strictly necessary
Technically essential

This cookie tracks the
User's consent
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COOKIES on the splio.com website
Name & type of
Cook ie or similar

Cook ieConsent

Elementor

Source (entity
issuing the Cookie)
of the Cook ie or
other similar
tracers

Category of the
Cook ie or other
similar tracers

Purpose of the Cook ie
or other similar
tracers

Lifetime of
the Cook ie or
other similar
tracers

6 months

Consent
requested

CookieBot

Strictly necessary /
Technically essential

Save the user's consent

Elementor.com

Strictly necessary /
Technically essential

Displaying the visual
elements of the
website

6 months

No

No

Li_gc

linkedin.com

Social network
cookies

Linkedin Interaction

6 months

Yes

Rc::a

google.com

Strictly necessary /
Technically essential

ReCaptcha Validation

6 months

No

Rc::c

Google.com

Strictly necessary /
Technically essential

ReCaptcha Validation

Session

No

Selecting the LinkedIn
display language

Session

No

Parameter retention

6 months

Yes

Display the language of
the site

6 months

No

Audience
measurement
(Analytics) [strictly
Lang

Linkedin.com

necessary for the
exclusive purpose of
enabling or facilitating
communication by
electronic means]

Audience
measurement
(Analytics) [strictly
Loglevel

splio.com

necessary for the
exclusive purpose of
enabling or facilitating
communication by
electronic means]

Audience
measurement
(Analytics) [strictly
Pll_language

Splio.com

necessary for the
exclusive purpose of
enabling or facilitating
communication by
electronic means]
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Audience
measurement
(Analytics) [strictly
__hssc

Hubspot.com

necessary for the
exclusive purpose of
enabling or facilitating
communication by
electronic means]

Audience
measurement
(Analytics) [strictly
necessary for the
exclusive purpose of
enabling or facilitating
communication by
electronic means]

Detects if the cookie
should be updated

6 months

No

Identifies if the user
has been to the site
before

Session

No

__hssrc

Hubspot.com

__hstc

Hubspot.com

Audience
measurement
(Analytic)

Keeps the Data of the
same user

6 months

Yes

AnalyticsSyncHist
ory

Linkedin.com

Audience
measurement
(Analytic)

Synchronize Data with
other analysis tools

29 days

Yes

Hubspot.com

Audience
measurement
(Analytic)

Keeps the Data of the
same user

6 months

Yes

Wistia.com

Audience
measurement
(Analytic)

Retrieves interaction
Data between a user
and a video

6 months

Yes

wistia.com

Audience
measurement
(Analytic)

Retrieves interaction
Data between a user
and a video

6 months

Yes

Wistia.com

Audience
measurement
(Analytic)

Retrieves interaction
Data between a user
and a video

6 months

Yes

Bcook ie

Linkedin.com

Audience
measurement
(Analytic)

Analyzes the
interactions with the
site

6 months

Yes

Bscook ie

Linkedin.com

Audience
measurement
(Analytic)

Analyzes the
interactions with the
site

6 months

Yes

Lang

Linkedin.com

Audience
measurement
(Analytic)

LinkedIn ‘Follow us’
button / Bouton ‘Follow
Us’ LinkedIn

Session

Yes

Linkedin.com

Audience
measurement
(Analytic)

Collects user behavior
and interaction Data in
order to optimize the
website and make

3 months

Yes

Hubspotuk

Undefined

wistia

Wisita-videoprogress-#

Li_sugr
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advertising on the site
more relevant

Lidc

Pum_alm_lastactivity

Linkedin.com

Linkedin.com

Audience
measurement
(Analytic)

Used by the social
networking service
LinkedIn to track usage
of integrated services

1 day

Yes

Audience
measurement
(Analytic)

Used as part of pop-up
ad content on the
website; determines
which ads are shown to
the user, as well as to
ensure that the same
ads are not shown
more than expected

1 day

Yes

3 months

Yes

29 days

Yes

1 year

Yes

Pum_alm_pages_v
iewed

Linkedin.com

Audience
measurement
(Analytic)

Used as part of pop-up
ad content on the
website; determines
which ads are shown to
the user, as well as to
ensure that the same
ads are not shown
more than expected

UserMatchHistor
y

Linkedin.com

Audience
measurement
(Analytic)

Aggregates the
different sites visited by
the user

Hubspotuk

Hubspot.com

Audience
measurement
(Analytic)

Keeps the Data of the
same user

fr

Facebook.com

Social network
cookies

Allows the sharing of a
sponsorship through
the Facebook network

3 months

Yes

xs

Facebook.com

Social network
cookies

Allows the sharing of a
sponsorship through
the Facebook network

1 year

Yes

spin

Facebook.com

Social network
cookies

Allows the sharing of a
sponsorship through
the Facebook network

2 days

Yes

sb

Facebook.com

Social network
cookies

Allows the sharing of a
sponsorship through
the Facebook network

2 years

Yes

datr

Facebook.com

Social network
cookies

Allows the sharing of a
sponsorship through
the Facebook network

2 years

Yes
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c-user

Facebook.com

Social network
cookies

Allows the sharing of a
sponsorship through
the Facebook network

1 year

Yes

wd

Facebook.com

Social network
cookies

Allows the sharing of a
sponsorship through
the Facebook network

7 days

Yes

dpr

Facebook.com

Social network
cookies

Allows the sharing of a
sponsorship through
the Facebook network

7 days

Yes

Audience
measurement
(Analytic)
(currently being
replaced by
a new tool)

Audience
measurement tool to
generate traffic
statistics (pages used,
type of device, country)
to improve the
Platform

1 day

Yes

Audience
measurement
(Analytic)
(currently being
replaced by
a new tool)

Audience
measurement tool to
generate traffic
statistics (pages used,
type of device, country)
to improve the
Platform

1 hour

Yes

Audience
measurement
(Analytic)
(currently being
replaced by
a new tool)

Audience
measurement tool to
generate traffic
statistics (pages used,
type of device, country)
to improve the
Platform

1 hour

Yes

_gid

_gat

_ga

device-view

Google Analytics

Google Analytics

Google Analytics

Gfz.io

Strictly necessary
Technically essential

This cookie allows to
know the type of
support (computer,
tablet, mobile)

1 month

No

Duration of
the session

No

1 year

No

Session

Yes

PHPSESSID

Gfz.io

Strictly necessary
Technically essential

ID storage for
authentication and
security purposes
This cookie is used to
link the User to the
server

accept_cook ie

Gfz.io

Strictly necessary
Technically essential

This cookie tracks the
User's consent

Audience
measurement
(Analytic)

Interaction Data sent to
Hubspot

_ptq.gif

Hubspot.com
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